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INTRODUCTION
Throughout my thesis, Symbo li sm in the Plays of
Eugene O ’Neill
,
I shall endeavor to prove why O'Neill
may be classified as a symbolist. I shall try to ex-
plain what, in my opinion, is the symbolic idea (the
invisible) behind the 'hole play, then by discussing
the plot proceed to show what means (the visible)
the dramatist employs to express his ideas.
I have read the following plays by O'Neill:
The Fog
The T,Veb
Warnings
Thirst
Recklessness
Bound E-^st for Card ’ ff
Before Breakfast
In the Zone
He
The Long Voyage Home
The Moon of the Caribbees
.
Beyond the Kori zon
Where the Cross is Made
The Straw
Sold
Anna Christie
-::
-The Emperor Jones
Different
The First Man
»The Hairy Ape
The Fountain
Welded
»A11 God 1 s Chlllun Got Win^s
^Desire Under the Elms
-x-LIarco Millions
->The Great God Brown
Lazarus Laughed
->Stranye Interlude
-^Dynamo
-^Mourning Becomes Electra
Ah
,
Wilderness .’
-::
-Days Without End
My discussion will be limited to these plays.

CHAPTER I
TEREK QUESTIONS
I am anticipating the following questions from the
reader after he considers the title. Symbolism in the Plays
of Eugene 0 "Neill :
1. What is symbol! sm?
Because of the vagueness and diversity of interpretation
given to the term symbolism
,
I find it necessary to explain the
term briefly*
I am not concerned in this work with the historical
phase of symbolism. It will suffice to say at this point that
in France many writers became tired of the Romantic Movement--
its emphasis on nature, rustic man and the defense of the
underdog. These French writers revolted, and consequently
brought about the so-called Symbolist Movement which spread
throughout Europe and finally found prominence in America.
The word symbol was originally used by the Creeks to
denote "the two halves of a tablet they divided between them-
selves as a pledge of hospitality."
It came to be used of every sign, formula, or rite
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by which those initiated in any mystery secretly known to
one another. Gradually, the word extended its meaning
until it came to denote every conventional representation
of idea by form, of the unseen by the visible. (1)
S, Marion Tucker expressed the same idea in the Preface to
Modern Continental Plays
,
where he defines symbolism as being
suggestive of spiritual values by means of concrete signs. ( 2 )
Symbolism is an approach closer to the real nature of
man, enabling man to see under telescopic vision his inner
feelings, conflicting passions, and the effect of his surround-
ings on his life.
In short, symbolism is the use of the visible to explain
the invisible. It is this definition which will be the basis
of my -interpretation of symbolism in O’Neill’s plays.
2. Is symbol! sm used in drama?
Yes, indeed. The drama concerned with symbolism is one
in which the interest is concentrated not on people as individ-
uals, but rather as types, showing manifestations of problems
common to man the universe-wide. We could call these "universal
problems.
”
The drama of the symbolist tr'es to explain "the mystery
( 3 )
of the universe, of the weakness of humanity." As Symons says:
(1) Arthur Symons - Symbolist Movement in Literature
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.", 1919) p. 310.
(2) S. Marion Tucker, editor. Modern Continental Plays
(New York: Harper & Bros. Pub., 1929) p. vii.
(3)
Arthur Symons, Ojd. Cjt
.
, p. 510.
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It is a drama in rhich the interest is concentrated on
vague people ,rrho are little parts of the universal con-
sciousness, their strange names being but the pseudonyms
of obscure passions, intimate emotions. They have the
fascination which we find in the eyes of certain pictures,
so much more real and disquieting, so much more permanent
with us, than living people. And they have the touching
simplicity of children, they are always children in their
ignorance of themselves of one another and of fate, And,
because they are so disembodied of the more trivial acci-
dents of life, they give themselves without limitation to
whatever passionate instinct possesses them. (4)
The aims, then, of the dramatist using symbolism are;
(a) to reveal the human soul, its emotional and spiritual make-
up, but above all--its strangeness and mystery; (b) to portray
the struggle of conflicting passions existing within man, who
is trying to adjust the world to himself and himself to the
world at one and the same time.
•3. In what way is Eugene 0 ’Meill a symbolist?
The following chapters will be an attempt, on my part,
to answer this question for the reader.
(4) Ibid . , p. 311
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CHAPTER II
VAIN BOASTING
Great drama Is the souvenir of the adventure
of a master among the pieces of his own soul. (1)
The fact that O’Neill brings into his plays man’s
struggle for expression and the inner conflict of his soul may
have had its true source within the dramatist, himself, for as
(2)
George J. Nathan points out in his o ook
,
Passing Judgments
,
O’Neill was melancholy and frightened in his early years. He
had no definite idea of what he was going to do; consequently
he was restless, pessimistic, and disillusioned. There existed
within the dramatist the very conflict which he so aptly depicts
in his plays. One can easily talk about that which he, himself,
knows personally.
Even in O’Neill’s earliest plays he showed a touch of
symbolism. In 1914, he wrote five one-act plays: Fog , in which
the setting of the play is symbolic of man’s mind; The Web
,
in
which the reader is shown how Rose Thomas, a prostitute, is
(1) George J. Nathan - The World in Falseface (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1923) p. 3.
(2) George J. Nathan - Passing Judgment (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1935) p. 117.
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jaught in the web of life and escapes it only after death;
Yarning
s
,
in wh'ch a ship is wrecked because James Knapp, a wire-
Less operator, is too proud to tell his wife and commanding
officer that he is losing his hearing. Thirst and Recklessness
,
die two remaining plays of this quintet, are not as important
symbolically as those mentioned above. In these five plays we
lave the symbolic use of titles. The Bmperor Jones is 0 'Neill fe
’irst symbolic play of importance.
THE BlipBROR JONES
What idea is O'Neill trying to present in this play?
The dominating theme in the play. The Emperor Jones
,
.3 that man assumes to have power which is not rightfully his,
but when confronted with his true self, the man of his past, he
is stripped of the temporary grandeur and ostentatious attitude
and is shown to be fundamentally weak. Together with the main
theme is another, stating that man sympathizes with the underdog
as long as he is a member of the same category. As soon as man
gets ahead on the social ladder, he treats the underdog more
cruelly than did his predecessors, as if he were trying to
erase the picture of what -he-used- to -be.
What means does O'Neill use to express these ideas in
The Emperor Jones ?
The story deals with Brutus Jones, a Pullman porter,
who summarizes his own past life when saying to Smithers:
;.
'
r
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Maybe I goes to jail dere for gettin’ in an argument
wid razors ovah a crap game. Maybe I gits twenty years
when dat colored man die. Maybe I gits in 'nother argu-
ment wid de prison guard was overseer ovah us when we’re
wulkin’ de road. Maybe he hits me ’id a whip and I splits
his head wid a shovel and runs away and files de chain off
my leg and gits away safe. Maybe I does d.1 that an 1 may-
be I don’t. (3)
When he escapes from the chain gang, Jones goes as a stowaway
to the West Indies, where he, by the use of trickery, becomes
"Emperor" over the superstitious natives. While working as
a Pullman porter, Jones saw the luxuries money brought to its
possessor. His chief goal, now, is not to obtain power and
glory as "Emperor," but to gain enough money to go to Martinque,
France, to live in "style." He says to Smithers:
You didn’t s’nose I was holdin' down dis Emperor job
for de glory in it, did you? Sho'.' De fuss and glory
part of it, dat’s only to turn de heads o’ low-flung
bush niggers dat’s here. Dey wants de big circus show
for deir money. I gives it to ’em an' I gits de money.
To which Smithers replies: "Look at the taxes you've put on
'em.’ Blimey J You've squeezed ’em dryj " Then we get the whole
picture of this proud and vain Jones when he boasts:
Ain't I de Emperor? De laws don’t go for him
Dere ’ s little stealin' like you does, and dere ’ s big
stealin' like I does. For de little stealin’ dey gits
you in jail soon or late. For de big stealin’ dey makes
Emperor and puts you in de Hall o' Fame when you croaks.
(Reminiscently) If dey’s one thing I learns in ten years
on de Pullman ca’s listenin' to de white quality talk, it's
dat same fact. And when I gits a chance to use it I winds
up Emperor in two years Ain't a man's talkin' big
what makes him big--long as he makes folks believe it?
Sho’, I talks large when I ain't got nothin’ to back it up,
(3) James Dow McCallum, and others. The College Omnibus
(Hew York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1956) p. 949.
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but I ain’t talkin’ wi Id dat ’ s backin’ enough fo ’ my game.
Jones deceives the natives into thinking that only a
silver bullet can kill him, because he is not an ordinary man.
The bullet becomes a symbol of Jones' superiority over the
natives, but more important than that, the silver bullet is the
|
symbol of Jones’ mania to imitate the white man. The sharp
contrast between the silver bullet and the other five lead
ones is the same as that between the white man and the Negro.
It is with this bullet that Jones Intends to end his life, if
it is necessary to do so.
I had de silver bullet molded and I tells ’em when de
time comes I kills myself wid it. I tells 'em dat ’ s cause
I'm de on'y man in de world big enuff to git me Five
lead an' dis silver baby at de last. Don't she shine
pretty? (5)
Within a few minutes the steadily rising tone of the
tom-toms played by the natives can be heard, and Jones departs
for the forest through the front door like an ’'Emperor" not
(6)
"out de back door like a common nigger.
"
Beginning with Jones' entrance Into the forest, O’Neill
slowly and masterfully disrobes him. With the removal of
each particle of clothing, there is a loss of magnificence.
As the "Emperor" becomes more naked, he becomes more the
member of his class--a Negro, with his biological and social
heritage, crimes, and superstitions. He retrogrades from "Emper-
(4) Loc . c 1
t
.
(5) Ibid . , p. 950.
(6) Ibid. , p. 954
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8or to the Pullman porter to the member of the chain gang
to the slave being sold at auction to one of a group of
slaves aboard a slave ship, and finally to the worship-?/ er of
the crocodile with the '.Vitch Doctor.
The '‘Emperor ’ s" first bullet is shot at a group of
fears, symbolic of the state of his mind, and one of the follow-
ing five, including the silver bullet, is fired in each stage
of his retrogression. Having no "silver baby at de last" to
shoot himself with, he is at the complete mercy of the natives*
It is not the natives’ silver bullets, made by melting down
silver coins
,
which kill Jones, but his past.
There is a remarkable contrast betv/een the "Emperor in
Scene I and the "Jones In Scene VII;
Scene I - He is tall, powerfully-built
,
full blooded
Negro of middle age there is.... an underlying strength
of will, a hardy, self-reliant confidence in himself that
inspires respect In manner he is shrewd, suspicious,
evasive. He wears a light blue uniform coat, sprayed
with brass buttons, heavy gold chevrons on his shoulders,
gold braid on the collar, cuffs, e tc. His pants are
bright red with a light blue stripe down the side. Patent
leather laced boots with brass spurs, and a belt with a-
long-barreled, pearl-handled revolver in a holster complete
his make up. Yet there Is something not altogether ridicu-
lous about his grandeur. He has a way of showing it off. (7)
How Jones almost naked:
Scene VII - Jones lies with his face to the ground his
arms outstretched, whimpering with fear as the throb of
the tom-tom fills the silence about him. ( 8 )
Ibid
.
,
p, 948
(8) Ibid. , p. 964
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9One cannot discuss The Emperor Jones without mentioning
the psychological effect of the beating tom-toms on the audi-
ence. The beating starts in a low, steady thump, which is grad-
ually accelerated and increased in intensity up to the end of
the play. The tom-toms are symbolic of Jones 1 heart beat.
When they are first heard, the beat is seventy-two a minute.
As Jones becomes more frightened, his heart beats faster; con-
sequently the beating of the tom-toms is accelerated until the
sound becomes almost deafening. When Jones' heart stops beat-
ing so do the tom-toms.
The mastery with which O'Neill has shown us that the
loudest boaster is inherently the weakest man, who cannot
ignore nor escape his past by boasting, is superb.
., v
.
«
LOST
O’Neill flaunts no narrow, mistaken
nationalism; he apotheosizes no 1 sin ; he
digs into the subsoil of common humanity. (1)
THE HAIRY APE
'.That idea is O’Neill trying to present in this play?
To O’Neill the greatest problem of man today is to find
his place in the universe. Just where does man, who, before
the growth of Science, was the center, belong? Science and
Materialism in their great stride have stripped man of his re-
ligion, leaving a painful vacancy in his heart. Like Mieris of
Eugene Brieux’s False Gods, man cries, r,My soul is a house after
the burning, black, ruined, empty..... Oh] for some lie, some
.
( 2 )
other lie, to replace the one they have taken away from me] 1
•That means does O’Neill use to express this idea in his
play?
O’Neill chose the primitive form of man intentionally for
(1) Isaac Goldberg - The Drama of Transition (Cinn,
:
Stewart Kidd Co., 1922) p, 467.
(2) Eugene Brieux - "False Goda" Modern Continental Plays
(New York: Harper & Bros. Pub., 1929) p.o7E
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his theme, man who is weighed down by work, stooping because of
l the low ceilings and cramped quarters, making him look truly
like an ape. 'The men themselves .... resemble those pictures in
.which the appearance of Neanderthal Man is guessed at. All are
hairy-chested, with long arras of tremendous oower, and low re-
(3)
ceding brows above their small, fierce, resentful eyes." The
lowest form of man becomes the symbol of the ignorant and un-
educated s truggling to find a place in life. Symbolically
enough, the men are in a "cramped space in the bowels of a ship,
( 4
)
i prisoned by white steel." The white steel represents the ma-
terialism which imprisons man in direct contrast with Nature
and the open fields which give man freedom and faith in himself.
In the stokehole all the civilizations are represented, showing
that conditions such as these exist the world over. In the
group, Yank stands out as the most powerful. The contrast with
this all-powerful Yank and the one who humbles himself to death
is very remarkable. Here is a man sure of himself, proud to be
identified with steel, ships, and labor. He is happy in his
stokehole, which is really a Hell.
In the first scene we meet Paddy, the Irishman, who
clings to the old order of things. Then man was happy, for
there was hope in death, not horror and fear brought on by
Science, Paddy says in a drunken voice: "We belong to this,
(3) Eugene O’Neill- The Hairy Ape (New York: Bom* & live-
right, 1925. ) p. 109.
(4;) Lot . ci t
.
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you're saying? We make the ship to go, you’re saying? Yerra
(5)
then, that Almighty God have pity on us I < He then goes on in
praise of "the good old days" of Nature and freedom. He adds
that man, ship, and the sea all worked together but that today
man is "caged in by steel from a sight of the sky like bloody
( 6 )
apes in the Zoo!" Paddy is O'Neill wishing for the world before
Science and Materialism spoiled it. But Yank is proud. He is
the "woiks." "Hell," says Yank, "in the stokehole? Sure] It
takes a man to work in hell It's me makes it roarj It's me
makes it move!" He says further:
Everything else dat makes de world move, somep'n makes
it move. It can't move witout somep'n else, see?.... Den
yuli get down to me. I'm at de bottom, get me I.... I'm de
start J I start somep'n and de world moves 1.... Slaves,
hell] We run d e whole woiks. (7)
But Yank's complacency is very short-lived. Mildred
Douglas, whose father is president of the Steel Trust and owner
of the steamer, is aboard the steamer and is very desirous of
visiting the stokehole to see "how the other half lives." O'Neillj
presents Mildred dressed all in white in direct contrast with
the dirt and soot of the stokehole and its men. At the moment
Mildred enters, she sees the horrible figure of Yank with his
hairy chest, long arms, small eyes, and dark face. He is using
language that Mildred is not accustomed to hearing. The picture
is so vivid that the girl faints after crying out: "Take me
(5) Ibid , p. 116.
(6) Ibid . , p. 118.
(7) Ibid . , pp. 119, 120.
..
.
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( 8 )
away J Oh, the filthy beast J" Just these few words upset Yank’s
complacency; the world in \>vhich he was important and essential
has fallen in pieces around him. Yank has fallen in love and
in hate with Mildred. His attitude, now, is of Rodin's "Thinker."
In his thinking Yank is trying to ascertain just where he fits
in society, this "Hairy Ape." He is no longer Yank who was "de
whole woiks."
Throughout the play O'Neill repeatedly and intentionally
uses the v/ords belong and bewildered . Man is bewildered
,
says
O'Neill, because he cannot find where he belongs . These two
words explain the theme of the play.
With this new picture of himself as the "Hairy Ape,"
Yank becomes antagonistic towards Mildred and the members of her
class. Mildred's class is the capitalistic one, the parent of
Materialism. In spite of his boasts: "I'll show her I'm better%i
her, if she on'y knew it. I belong and she don't, seel I move
(S)
and she's dead.’", Yank discovers more than ever that he "don’t
belong." Three weeks later, when the steamer docks in New York,
Yank, dressed in dirty dungarees, walks with Long on Fifth
Avenue in an attempt to find Mildred. As Yank looks around him,
he says to Long:
Aw, hellJ I don’t see no one, see--like her here. All
dis gives me a pain. It don't belong. Say, ain't dere
a back room around dis dump?.... All dis is too clean
(8) Ibid.
,
p. 132.
(9) lb id .
, p* 139.
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and quiet and dolled-up, get me ! It gives me a pain. 1'
The feeling that he "don't belong” is increasing in Yank as he
looks around him. It becomes more Intensified when the people
coming out of church brush past Yank, ignoring him. To Yank
.
(LI)
these people are lifeless "stiffs laid out for de bone-yard. 1 '
The inward struggle going on within Yank finds expression In
Yank's quarrel with a gentleman, for which he is arrested.
While in jail, Yank’s realization that he "don't belong"
becomes an obsession. The cell with its locks and bolts enrages
Yank; he becomes hysterical and wishes to destroy that which he
once identified himself with. Steel. This scene is symbolic
of man's soul fighting against the bonds of Imprisonment in which
Science and Materialism have bound it, wishing to break loose,
to gain freedom. Yank says: "Steel! I_t don't belong, dat's
wliat! Cages, cells, locks, bolts, bars--dat's what it means ! —
holding me down wit him at de top! But -I'll drive trou! Fire
dat melts it! I'll be fire.... hot as hell--breakin ' out in de
(12)
night." When he leaves prison he tries to join a communistic
group, the I.W.W.
,
about which he heard in jail, but they, too,
put him out because he is too violent. Again Yahk discovers he
"don't belong." He is lost.
In this lost condition, while sitting on the sidewalk,
(10) Ibid.
, p. 143.
(H) Ibid.
, p. 147.
(12) Ibid. , p. 155.
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Yank is approached by a policeman, who questions him. Yank says
that his crime is being born. "I was born, see? Sure, dat ’ s
(13)
de charge." The next day Yank visits the Zoo to see a member
of "de same club--de Hairy Apes." He talks with the gorilla:
I was you to her, get me? On
’y outa de cage--broke
out--free to moider her, see? Sure! Dat 1 s what she
tought. She wasn’t wise dat I was in a cage, too--
worser’n yours ....’ cause you got some chanct to bust
loose--but me-- (14)
As he talks Yank becomes more confused and more an object of
pity. At least the gorilla has his dreams of the past to com-
fort him; he is happy. But Yank’s past consisted in work and
the futrue has been taken a ''ay from him by Science. What has
he now but a broken heart and no faith? Speaking to the gorillE
Yank says: "Youse can sit and dope dream in the past, greenwood,
de jungle and de rest of it But me- -I ain’t got no past to
tink in, nor nothin’ dat ’ s cornin’, on’y what’s now--and dat don’t
(15)
belong." Now Yank completely lost and entirely aware of it,
says pathetically: "I ain’t on oith and I ain’t in heaven, get
me? I’m in de middle tryin’ to separate ’em, takin’ all de
(16)
woist punches from bot’ of ’em."
What O’Neill says here is that man, especially the un-
educated one, is between two contestants, God and Science.
Since he does not know or understand the quarrel, man must take
all the blows and continue to take them until the problem is
(13) Ibid .
,
pp. 163-164.
(14) Ibid .
,
p. 166.
(15) Ibid.
,
p. 167.
( 1 f ) Lo C .
.
c
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solved or until Science finds another substitute for Grod. Yank
forces the gorilla's cage open in order to get acquainted with
him and set him free. But his laughter annoys the gorilla, who
crushes Yank to death. O'Neill adds: ’’And, perhaps, the Hairy
(17)
at last belongs." Perhaps, in death Yank has found a haven--
a place where he "belongs,"
Although The Hairy Ape is a fantasy in which apes and
men who behave like automatons appear, the theme behind it is
a real and genuine problem.
(17) Ibid .
,
p. 169.

CHAPTER IV
THE TRUTH
Ella: Will Cod forgive me, Jim?
Jim: Haybe He can forgive what you’ve done
to me; and maybe He can forgive what
I’ve done to you; but I don’t see how
He's going to forgive--Himself
.
(1)
In the play. All Cod’ s ChiHun Cot Wings
,
as in The
Hairy Ape
,
O'Neill presents the individual struggling against
a social system which is corrupt. But unlike The Hairy Ape
,
All Cod '
s
Chi llun Got Wings is a tragedy, for Yank finds peace
in death which solves his problem, but Ella and Jim must suffer
a living hell. In marriage man and woman must make certain
adjustments in order that they may live happily, but if at the
very outset there are obstacles too great for them, they, as
well as their marriage, are doomed. The obstacle in the mar-
riage of Jim and Ella of All Cod’ 3 Chi llun Cot Wings was false
pride brought about by racial prejudice.
ALL COD ’ S CHILLTJN GOT VINGS
'/i/hat ideas is O'Neill trying to present in this play?
Every man must face the truth. He must ask himself:
Eugene O'Neill - All Cod'
s
Chlllun Cot Wings (New York:
Horace Liveright, 1925) p. 174.
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"Just where do I belong in society? " The answer to this ques-
tion must be the premise upon vhich he must base his whole life.
Had Jim or Ella, or even Yank, asked himself this question, he
might have been happy. Another idea presented in this play is
that in every marriage both man and woman are s truggling to
gain supremacy. A happy union can exist only if one yields
completely to the other. O’Neill sets forth a third thought.
The White man in America claims to be broadminded; he has freed
the slave. iVhat irony J Man has not freed the slave; he has
welded the chains of bondage more securely. The White man is not
kind enough to allow the Negro to come up to his level, econom-
ically, intellectually, or psychologically. Whenever the Negro
tries to rise, the White man steps on his neck and says: "Stay
down there, you. Do you want to put me to shame? I’m a better
man than you are; I'm white." Ironically O’Neill indicates in
his title that "All God’s Chilian Got Wings," but the White man
clips the wings of other races so that he alone may fly.
What means does O’Neill use to express these ideas in
his play?
Throughout the entire play the setting is symbolic of
the two different roads taken by two different races:
Act I, Scene i In the street leading left, the faces
are all white; in the street leading right, all black
On the sidewalk are eight children, four boys and four
girls. Two of each sex are white, two black.
Act I, Scene ii (Nine years later) Nothing has changed
much. One street is still all white, the other all black.
Act I, Scene iii The same scene five years later.
Nothing has changed much. Two people pass, one black and
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one black.
Act I, Scene Iv As if it were a signal, people--men,
women, children --pour from the two tenements, whites from
the tenement to the left, blacks from the one to the right
They hurry to form into two racial lines on each side of
the gate, rigid and unyielding, staring across at each otlier
with bitter hostile - eyes . The halves of the big church
door swing open and Jim and Ella step out from the darkness
within into the sunlight They stand in the sunlight,
shrinking and. confused. All the hostile eyes are now con-
centrated on them. They become aware of the two lines
through which they must pass; they hesitate and tremble;
then stand there staring back at t he people as fixed and
immovable as they are. (2)
The play opens with Ella and Jim as children, playing
together. Each is fond of the other to the degree that Jim
wishes to change white and Ella, black. Ella is ashameaof her
pink and white complexion which keeps her from be'ng like Jim.
Jim, on the advice of a barber, has been drinking a mixture of
chalk and water in order to become white. They are just chil-
dren unaware of the hatred which can result from a deep pre-
judice and the passion of pride.
Nine years have elapsed. It is graduation day for Jim
and Ella. By this time Ella is aware of the prevailing feeling
of the White tov/ards the Negro. She is in love with Mickey, a
pugilist. But Jim is still the Jim of their childhood; he has
not faced the truth yet. He adores this grown-up "Painty-Pace"
and is working hard in order that she may be proud of him. Jim
should have been graduated the previous year, but whenever he
took examinations, he could feel the Whites staring at him.
He was afraid of them, conscious of the feeling of hatred under-
lying their supposed attitude of friendliness. He says to Ella:
( 2 ) Ibid., pu . 121. 127. 155. 1 44.
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For weeks before T study all night T learn it all,
I see it, I understand it. Then they give me the paper-
in the exam room. I look it over, I know each answer-
-
perfectly. I take up my pen. On all sides are white men
starting to write. They're so sure—even the ones that
I know know nothing. But I knew; it all --but I can't re-
member any more- -it fades --it goes--it’s gone. There's
a blank in my head--stupidi ty--I sit like a fool fighting
to remember a little bit here, a little bit there--not (3)
enough to pass--not enough for anything--when I know it all.
Five years later, Ella has been discarded by Mickey
after their child dies. Jim, the faithful Jim, is still in
love with Ella, who is tired of the life she is living. She
accepts the protection and security that Jim offers her. His
devotion for her is purely unselfish. He says:
Ye 3 1 Yes] .Ye ' 11 go abroad, where a man is a rasa --
where it don't make
v
that difference --where people are
kind and - ‘ s e to see the soul under the skins. I don't
ask you to love me--I don't dare to hope nothing like
that] I don't want nothing--only to waxt--to know you
like me --to be near you--to keep harm away--to make up
for the past--to never let you suffer any more--to
serve you--to lie at your feet like a dog that loves
you--.... to give my life and my blood and all the
strength that's in me to give you peace and joy--to
become your slave] --yes, be your slave--your black
slave that adores you as sacred] (4)
They escape the censure of the people by living abroad, where
others will not look with scorn upon their union. Jim has been
so kind, so attentive, that she has learned to love him. It is
with the beginning of her love for Jim that Ella's desire to
dominate and be the superior one starts to grow until it reaches
the point of insanity. Upon Ella’s suggestion, Jim takes her
(3) Ibid . , p. 140.
(4) Ibid. , PP . 141-142.
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back to America, Once hone Ella realizes that she must g‘ve
up some of her proud, white instincts in order to live happily
as Jim's wife. She must humble herself and become black, but
Ella is not noble enough for this, Jim must be a failure, her
"black slave,"
7/hen they return Id New York, Jim and Ella visit Mrs,
Harris, Jim's mother, and Hattie, his sister, Mrs. Karris and
Hattie have felt the s ting of racial prejudice; they fear that
Ella, because of her white, superior, attitude,?/ ill bring Jim
unhappiness. Mrs. Karris says: "De white and de black should-
n't mix dat close. Dere ' s one road where de white goes on
(S)
alone; dere's anudder road where the black goes on alone.' 1
Hattie voices her opinion when she says to her brother: "Oh,
you soft, weak-minded fool, you traitor to your racei And the
thanks you’ll get--to be called a dirty nigger--to hear her
cursing you because she can never have a child because it'll
( 6 )
be born black--.'" Mrs. Harris gives Jim and Ella a house,
belonging to Jim's father, as a wedding present; Hattie, a
Congo mask. It "is a Negro primitive mask from the Congo--a
grotesque face, inspiring obscure, dim connotations.... It dom-
(7)
inates by a diabolical quality that contrast imposes upon it."
'^he mask symbolizes for Ella all the hate she has for the
(5) Ibid.
,
p. 150.
(6) Ibid .
,
p. 166.
(7)
Ibid.
,
p. 149,
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colored people. It is the very essence of their primitiveness
,
their inferiority, of their struggle to usurp the T/hite's place
in the world.
While Jim is studying hard to pass the law examination,
Ella is secretly wishing that he should fail. She refuses to
become just his wife. No, she must be the mistress of her
home. At the end of the play Ella’s fear of being considered
inferior to Jim has reached the point of insanity. Approaching
the mask with the carving knife, the Insane Ella says:
I'll give you the laugh, wait and see 2.... '.That are
you grinning about, you dirty nigger, you? How dare you
grin at me? That's always the way. Be kind to you, treat
you decent, and in a second you’ve got a swelled head, you
think you're sd mebody, you ' re all over the place putting
on airs; why its got so I can't walk down the street with-
out seeing niggers, niggers, grinning, grinning, --going to
school--pretsnding they’re white--taking examinations.....
It’s you who 're to blame for this 2 Yes, youJ Oh, I’m on
to youJ . . . . Black2 BlackJ Black as dirtJ You've poisoned
me 2 I can’t wash myself clean,' Oh, I hate you.’ (8)
Because of his unhappy home and the condition of Ella,
Jim fails again in his examination. Hearing of Jim's failure,
Ella thrusts a knife into the mask while saying to Jim: "It's
dead. The devil's dead..... It couldn't live--unless you
passed. If you'd passed it would have lived ip you. Then I'd
(9)
have had to kill you,.... or it would have killed me." Jim is
lost; so he becomes Jim, truly her black slave now, of her
childhood. The play ends tragically. Ella, the child, s ays
to him:
Everything'll be all right now. I'll be just your
(8) Ibid . , p. 170.
(9) Ibid . , p. 173.
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little girl, Jlra--and you’ll be my little boy-- just as
v/e used to be, remember, when we were beaux; and I’ll
put shoe blacking on my face and pretend I ’m black and
you can put chalk on your face and pretend you’re white
just as we used to do--and we can play marbles--only you
musn’t all the time be a boy. Sometimes you must be my
old Uncle Jim who’s been with us for years and years.
Will you, Jim?.,.. ’Cause you’re all I’ve got in the
world--and I love you, Jim.
Jim adds in a heart-torn voice:
Forgive me, God, for blaspheming You I Let this fire
of burning suffering purify me of selfishness and make
me worthy of the child You send me for the woman You
take away. (10)
The play ends with Jim's humbling himself to Ella, the child,
before God.
(10) Ibid .
,
p. 176.
....
,
.
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CHAPTER V
ESCAPE
Eben; MawJ Whar air yew? (i)
DESI RE TEMPER THE ELI'S
What idea is- O’Neill trying to present in this play?
The world is made up of all types of individuals; thos
of us who are strong in the face of conflict and become more
mature and adult as we solve out problems; those of us who are
weak and try to avoid trouble by taking a detour around it, or
still more pathetic, become children again in order that we
may have no problems at all to solve. Pie who resorts to his
childhood for escape is not to be censured, but to be pitied,
for in escape he recognizes his weakness. The poor soul con-
fuses good and evil at the expense of good in his hast to get
away. This is the problem which O’Neill presents in his play.
What means does O’Neill use to express these ideas in
Desire Under the Elms?
The setting of the play is symbolic;
(1) Eugene 0’Ne : ll - Des.‘ re Under the Elms (New York
Boni & Liveright, 1925) p. 65.
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Two enormous elms are on each side of the house. They
bend their trailing branches down over the roof. They ap-
pear to protect and at the same time subdue. There is a
sinister maternity in their aspect, a crushing, jealous
absorption. They have developed from their intimate contact
with the life of man in the house an appalling humaneness.
They brood oppressively over the house. They are like ex-
hausted women resting their sagging breasts and hands and
hair on its roof, and when it rains their tears trickle
down monotonously and rot on the shingles. (2)
The elms are representative of the whole atmosphere of the farm-
house, of the tragedy which has existed, of the lust and incest
•which is to take place between Eben and Abbie, and of the evil
in man. /These elms invite lust.
Believing that his father brought about his wife's
(Eben's mother) death by cruelty and overwork, Eben hates him.
In Eben the hatred takes the form of a childish and revengeful
desire to atone for his mother’s unjust end. Eben does every-
thing in his power to oppose his father, taking delight when-
ever he has conquered that which once belonged to the old man.
In the beginning of the play, Eben says to his half brothers,
concerning the town's prostitute: "She may've been his'n--
and your'n too--but she's mine now! The p'int is she was his'n
( 3 )
—and now she b' longs t' me."
When Cabot takes home his third wife, Abbie, Eben hates
her. O'Neill describes Abbie as being "buxom, full of vitality,!*
and of having "strength and obstinacy in her jaw, a hard deter-
mination in her eyes, and about her whole personality the same
(2) Ibid .
,
p. 11.
(3) Ibid.
,
p. 29
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unsettled, untamed, desperate quality which is so apparent in
(4)
Eben. 11 Abbie 's reason for marrying the seventy-five year old
(5)
Cabot is that every "woman’ s got t' hev a humj " Fearing ths
1
Eben, whom she resents, will inherit the farm, she artfully
questions her husband as to what will happen to the property
after his death. He says to her:
It’d (a son) be the blessin' o’ God, Abbie--tlie blessin 1
o’ God A’mighty on me--in my old age--in my lonesomeness l
They Hain’t nothin' I wouldn't do fur ye then, Abbie. Ye’d
hev on'y t’ ask it--anythin’ ye'd a mind t • i (6)
Knowing that unless she have a son the farm will not be hers,
Abbie, with her gross sensuality, startsto use Eben as a means
to her ends. Because of his suppressed desires to destroy his
father, Eben is easily won over by his step-mother. Eben’s
face "is well-formed, good-looking, but its expression is resentr
ful and defensive. His defiant, dark eyes remind one of a wild
animal's in captivity. Each day is a cage 'n which he finds hire -
self trao-ned but inwardly unsubdued. There is a fierce repress-
(7)
ed vitality about him." The affair with Abbie will help him
to avenge his mother's death, to take real possession of what
truly is his father’s.
While old Cabot is sleeping with the cows, Eben and
Abbie initiate their incestuous love. In this incest Eben takes
(4) Ibid.
,
P« 57,
(5) Ibid. p. 38,
(6) Ibid. P« 57
(7) Ibid. P« 15
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pride. His childish desire for revenge is being realized. But,
as the elms foretold, fate had other plans in store for the two
wrongdoers. They fall in love with each other. Eben’s son is
born a year later. Ironically enough, the seventy-five year old
Cabot claims the son as his own. Eben’s resentment flourishes
again, this time stronger than ever. The tables are turned;
Cabot has claimed ownership of that which is Eben’s. Overjoyed
with his new son and wishing to taunt Eben, Cabot says:
Yewr farmj , . . . It’s his’n, I tell ye--his'n arter I
die--. ...it’ll be her’n, too.... ye won’t git ’round her....
she knows yer tricks .... she wants the farm her’n--she was
afeerd o’ ye--she told me ye was sneak' n’ ’round tryin’
t' make love t' her.... then she says yew’n me ought t’
have a son--I know we kin,.... I says, if we do, ye kin
have anythin’ I’ve got ye’ve a mind t', An’ she says, I
wants Eben cut off so’s this farm’ll be mine when ye die.’
....An' the farm's her'nJ (8)
With this confession Eben doubts Abbie’s love. Even her cries
that she loves him fail to convince Eben. Turning to Abbie full
of hate and anger, Eben says:
I wish he never was borni I wi sh he'd die this miniti
I wish I'd never sot eyes on him] It’s him--yew havin’
him--a-purpose t' steal--that ' s changed everythin’.’ (9)
By this time Sben's love has become Abbie 's whole life. Think-
ing that Eben really wishes the baby dead, Abbie, to prove her
love is sincere, suffocates their child. Again, Eben has been
defeated; the only thing in the world that was rightfully and
wholly his is now dead. When he learn® what she has done, Eben
says to the terror-stricken and heart-broken Abbie:
(8) Ibid., pp. 84-8B
(9) Ibid .
,
p. 88.
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I’d cut off my head afore I’d hurt his finger J . . .
.
Shut up, or I’ll kill yel I see yer game now--the 3ame
old sneakin’ trick- -ye ’re aimin’ t’ blame me fur the
murder ye done] (10)
He goes off in search of the sheriff, leaving Abbie crying: "I
love ye, EbenJ I love yej.... I don’t care what ye do --if yell
( 11 )
on’y love me agen--" But after he has summoned the sheriff,
Eben repents; he loves Abbie. After her refusal to run away
with him, Eben decides that together they will pay for their
sin of incest which eventually led to murder. The conclusion
is ironical. The farm belongs to no one now.
Eben is the symbol of youth, suffering because of his
difficulty to adjust himself to the crude realism and intense
hardships of life. He is also the victim of the "Oedipus
Complex," a youth in love with his mother. Eben is the fore-
goer of Orin, whom we shall meet in Mourning Becomes Electra .
Abbie is the symbol of the sensual woman who leads man
into sin. We shall meet her in every one of the following plays
in the form of a prostitute, Cybel, Hina Leeds, Lavinia, Ada,
and Lucy Hillman.
( 30) lb id . , p . 93.
(!1) Ibid. , p. 94.
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CHAPTER VI
MATERIALISM
Kublai: Be proud of life.’ Know in your heart
that the living of life can be noble.’
Know th^t the dying of death can be
noble.’ Be exalted by lifei Be im-
mortal because life is immortal J (1)
As O’Neill looked about him, he saw the so-called middle
class man in his smug world, striving to climb the ladder of
succe as. Man, woman, institutions around him were just types
common the world over. The critic in O’Neill was not pleased;
so he wrote a satire called Marc o Millions .
MARCO MILLIONS
What idea is O’Neill trying to present in this play?
Man is not born a materialist; he i s born an individual
with feelings and the possibilities to develop a genuine soul.
Because he lives in an environment where success is measured by
material gain, man tries to attain wealth in order to be held
In high esteem. As man gains more materially, he loses more
spiritually, for with, every material gain, the light burning in
his soul becomes dimmer and dimmer until it is finally extin-
(1) Eugene O’Neill - 1,1arc o Millions (New York: Boni & Li-
veright, 1925) p. 176

30
guished. The result? 11an no longer has a soul. But together
with the avaricious and egotistical man there exists the person
who knows the true value of life, truth. These non-materialists
are usually quiet, unassuming people trodden on by their oppo-
sites, the materialists.
What means does O’Neill use to express these ideas in
his play. Hare o Millions ?
The Polo^ main interest in life is to make millions...
millions.
. .millions • At the beginning of the play, Marco is
just a youth of fifteen in love with Don at a, a girl of twelve.
Marco has heard of money and the many luxuries it can bring,
but at the age of fifteen we can see signs of Marco’s soul as
he makes love to Donata and promises to come back to marry her.
To ’"see the world and all the different reople, and get to know
(2)
their habits and needs from first-hand knowledge” are the
reasons Marco gives Donata for going East. One -would gather
from this that Marco was searching for truth not wealth. Later
in the same scene and the one following we learn that Marco in
his young way is truly interested in becoming a millionaire.
His poem tells us a great deal:
Smiling your thanks as I promise you
A large fortune if you will be true
While I am away earning gold
I will have a million to my credit
And in the meantime can easily afford
A big wedding that will do us credit. (3)
( 2 ) Ibid. , P . 32.
(3) Ibid . , pp. 39-40.
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While the Pol s are in the Legate’s palace getting permission
to go to the East, we learn of Kublai Kaan, who desires a
hundred wise men sent to him in order that they might discuss
,
(4 >
adequately with him ’’which religion in the world is best. 1
But Tedaldo, the Legate, see the Marco of the future and says
sarcasti cally
:
But if the monks fail. Master Marco can be my mission-
ary. Let him set an example of virtuous Western manhood
amid all the levities of paganism, shun the frailty of
poetry, have a million to his credit, as he so beautifully
phrased it, and I will wager a million of something or
other myself that the Kaan will soon be driven to seek
spiritual salvation somewhere J Mark my words, Marco will
be worth a million wise men--in the cause of wisdom] (5)
After travelling in the East, the Polos finally arrive
at the- Kaan* s court, here Marco and Kukachin, the Princess,
meet. To him she is just a girl. The Kaan puts Marco in
charge of collecting taxes. During the course of the fifteen
years of their acquaintance, Kublai notes that as Marco becomes
more prosperous he shows fewer signs of having a soul . He
says to Chu-Yin and Kukachin:
Marco’s spiritual hump begins to disgust me. He has
not even a mortal soul, he has only an acquisitive in-
stinct. We have given him every opportunity to learn.
He has memorized everything and learned nothing. He
has looked at everything and seen nothing* He has lusted
for everything and loved nothing* He is only a shrewd
and crafty greed. (6)
Poor Kukachin her love for Marco blinds her to the truth, and
she defends him by saying:
Because I have seen it ( soul) --once
,
when he bound up
(5) Ibid., p. 44.
(6) Ibid .
,
p. 90
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my dog’s leg, once when he played with a slave’s baby, once
when he listened to music over water and I heard him sigh,
once when he looked at sunrise, another time at sunset,
another at the stars, another at the moon, and each time
he said that Nature was wonderful. (7)
The Princess, persuaded by Kublai, agrees to marry a
Persian Prince. The Polos are to accompany Kukachin on her
voyage to her future husband. Thinking that there still is
hope for Llarco
,
Chu-Yin tells him to look "some time every day
( 8 )
of the voyage .... carefully and deeply into the Princess’s eyes"
and note what is there. Chu-Yin hopes that Marco will disoover
love there. On the way to Persia, Marco has saved the Frincess
from the dangers of illness and the sea. He has looked deeply
into the Princess’s eyes but has seen nothing. His only inter-
est is the bonus he will receive for having taken good care of
the Frincess. Finally, Kuchacin becomes desperate and almost
confesses her love for him outright. She says to Marco:
There is nothing in life I would not give--nothing
I would not do --even now it is not too late] See my (9)
eyes as those of a woman and not a PrincessJ Look deeply]
What does Marco see? Donata. The Polos return to Venice with
all their wealth, Marco marrying the fat, bovine Donata, and
the princess dying of an unrequited love.
In the second scene of Act III, O’Neill's satire abounds.
Kublai asks for his crystal so that he may see what the pros-
perous and millionaire Polos are doing now that they have ar-
rived in Venice. Crowds have gathered to see these Polos
(7) Ibid .
,
p. 106.
(8) Ibid., p. 118.
(9) Ibid., p. 137.
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decked out in elaborate clothes and jewels. Today, similar
crowds stand by boats, churches, and hotels to see Mrs, As tor,
Mr. Vanderbilt, in short, Mr. Millionaire. Donata enters while
( 10 )
a woman remarks: "And how fat in the hips.'" She has grown
"fat" while waiting idly for her Marco, Mven the band is there
to welcome the Polos. Can there be any homecoming for an impor-
tant person without a brass band? There is a Vast array of win€
and food. Vhen Marco enters, like any newly-rich, he disrobes
and gives the clothes to his servants, a spectacular scene to
show the on-lookers that "there are more where these come from. ,:
He throws money to the servants. 'The public is filled with
awe: "How generous].... V/bat indifference to money .’..They throw
( 11 )
it away like dirt." The climax of the scene occurs when
Marco allows streams of precious stones to flow in front of the
people. Marco certainly is the man of the hour. Why look at
his accomplishments.’ Is he not a true materialist? What does
it matter if he suffers the loss of his soul; has he not gained
millions.
. .millions .. .millions? Iiarco speaks to the public.
It would be better to say that Marco echoed and re-echoed the
/ord millions to the people. He says:
There are millions upon millions of capital invested
in this industry, millions of contented slaves labor un-
remittingly millions of hours per annum to obtain the
best results in weaving and dyeing of the finished product,
....in the production of the raw material there are con-
stantly employed millions upon millions upon millions of
millions of worms] (12)
(10) Ibid .
,
p. 162.
(11) Ibid., p, 164.
(12) Ibid .
, pp. 159-170.
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As we follow the Polos on their journeys through the
East, we note that in every scene the setting is arranged the
same
:
Ruler
Military Authority
This arrangement is symbolic of the powers existing in all
civilizations, whether it be Persia, India, China, or Venice.
Man uses these authorities in order to attain his own ends, like
the Polos to whom this trio mean only trade and profit. The
three authorities recognize their dependence on one another.
They must work together in order to rule man. On the other
hand, man must work together with the authorities in order to
gain wealth.
Underlying the whole theme of Marco Millions is the
struggle between the East and the 7/est. The West Is symbolic
of materialism, wealth and greed; the East, culture, truth,
and spiritual values. Men go forth today not in search of
philosophical truth, but rather for money .
In every different civilization O’Neill shows us the
prostitute who is symbolic of the lust and desire of men for
women. She represents the immoral side of man. No matter wher<
he goes or how civilization may progress, man, because he craves
woman, will turn to the prostitute, who will sell her body to
satisfy biological desires.
Marco Polo represents the greedy business man who has
Church Authority
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no use for spiritual values but rather for millions of dollars.
Marco is the French, or English, or Italian, or American busi-
ness man; he has no particular nationality. He is so absorbed
by the task of becoming a millionaire that he alio 's a true,
beautiful, love to slip by. On the other hand, Chu-Yin and
Kublai Kaan are symbolic of men who have souls . 1'hey are "prcruc
of life 1’ and know in their hearts ’’that the living of life can
(13)
be noble." Chu-Yin says:
The noble man ignores self. The wise man ignores actlorji.
His truth acts without deeds. His knowledge venerates the
unknowable. To him birth is not the beginning nor is death
the end. (14)
d3) Ibid . , p. 176.
( !4) Ibid ., p. 113.
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CHAPTER VII
DUAL PERSONALITIES
Dion: Keep thyself as a pilgrim, and a
stranger upon the earth, to whom
the affairs of this world do not--
belong] (1)
The figures of Marco Polo and Kublai Kaan are again
with us in the persons of Dion Anthony and William Brown.
Dion, really Kublai, soft, sensitive, and idealistic, presents
himself to the world as Maroo Polo; Wiliam Brown, really Marco
Polo, hard, ungrateful, and jealous, presents himself to the
world as Kublai Kaan. O’Neill deals with these dual personali-
ties in the The Great God Brown .
THE GREAT GOD BROWN
What idea is O’Neill trying to present in this play?
By the use of masks, which become confusing and complex
O’Neill shows that man has two personalities: that which he
shows to the ;orld and is known by, and that which he really is
and which he knows himself by. It is the idealist who fears
being hurt by the realities and the harshness of life who hides
behind the mocking, cynical mask as Dion does; it is the realist
(1) Eugene O'Neill - The Great God Brown (New York:
Boni & Liveright, 1926) p. 54.
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who fears being recognized for what he really is who hides be-
hind the mask as Brown does* Man finds it difficult to live up
to these dual roles until the man he really is, the one behind
the mask, gains victory in the struggle between the two per-
sonalities, ultimately destroying the other.
What means does O’Neill use to express these ideas in
his play?
There are four important characters in The Great God
Brown : Dion, Brown, Margaret, and Gybel. All of them wear
masks. The mask in this play is symbolic of the individual
as he appears to the world. Each of us lives under a shell as
a protection from life. We are judged by people according to
outward appearances. Very few persons would recognize us if
they saw us as we really are. The bruises which life gives us
determine the aspect of our outer shell as it does in the case
of Dion, Brown, Margaret, or Gybel. We become acquainted with
Dion, Brown, and Margaret at their graduation dance. 7/hen we
meet Billy Brown, he wears no mask, for he has not experienced
the realities of life yet; hence he has no need to hide behind
one. Dion wears a mask from the moment we first meet him: "His
face is masked. The mask is a fixed forcing of his own face--
hard, spiritual, poetic, passionately supersensitive, helplessly
unprotected in its childlike, religious faith in life—into
expression of a mocking, reckless, defiant, gayly scoffing and
(2)
sensual young Pan." Dion has been wearing a mask since he
( 2) Ibid . , p. 14.
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was four, because at this early age he learned that people
could be cruel and unfair:
One day when I was four years old, a boy sneaked up
behind when I was drawing a picture in the sand he couldn’t
draw and hit me on the head with a stick and kicked out my
picture and laughed when I cried. It wasn’t what he’d done
that made me cry, but himJ I had loved and trusted him
and suddenly the good God was disproved in his person and
the evil and injustice of Man was bornj Everyone called
me cry-baby, so I became silent for life and rebel against
that other boy, secretly he felt ashamed but he couldn’t
acknowledge it; so from that day he instinctively developed
into a good boy, the good friend, the good man, ’.ViHi am
Brown 1 ( 3)
It was not the kick nor the fact that the picture was erased
in the sand, but the act itself which made Dion realize at this
tender age the existence of jealousy and injustice. Margaret,
in love with Dion, wears a mask, too. At the beginning of the
play, Margaret and her mask are identical. The existence of the
mask at all is brought about by her maternal desire and love
which she is hiding and only makes known to us when she says.
unmasked;
Dion is the moon and I’m the sea. I want to feel the
moon kissing the sea, I want Dion to leave the sky to me.
I want the tides of my blood to leave my heart and follow
himJ.... DionJ Margaret J ... . Peggy is Dion’s little girl--
.... Dion is my Daddy-0 J.... And I’ll be Mrs. Dion--Dion’s
wife--and he’ll be my Dion--my own Dion--my little boy--
my baby.’ (4)
When Dion learns that Margaret loves him, the desire
to be mothered and pampered like the bad boy Pan becomes strong
in him, and he says:
( 3) Ibid . , p. 60.
(4) Ibid .
,
pp. 19, 20.
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She loves me! I am not afraid 1 I am strong! I can 1
love! She protects me! Her arms are softly arourd me!
She is warmly around me! She is my skin! She is my amor!
Margaret loves him and will protect him. Dion knows that he
is sensitive: "Why was I bom without a skin, 0 God, that I
(5)
must wear armor in order to touch or to be touch But the
appearance of the Dion mask is beautiful now in comparison to
what it will be at the conclusion of the play
Seven years have passed. Dion and Margaret are married
and have three sons. There is a great change in the two.
O’Neill shows us the older, suffering Dion by presenting him
with a changed mask. We note throughout the play that as the
character changes outwardly so does his mask. Seven years ago
the mask was affixed forcing of his own face, 1 ’ but at present
the Pan quality of the mask has become Mephistophelean:
The mask hangs on his breast below his neck, giving
the effect of two faces. His real face has aged greatly,
grown more strained and tortured, but at the same time,
in some queer way, more selfless and ascetic, more fixed
in its resolute withdrawal from life. The mask, too, has
changed. It is older, more defiant and mocking, its sneer
more forced and bitter, its Pan quality becoming Mephisto-
phelean. It has already begun to show the ravages of
dissipation. (6)
He is still struggling between the dual personalities. Disillu-
sioned by his failures in painting, he has turned to drinking
and gambling, neglecting his children and wife. Margaret, too,
(5) Ibid . , pp. 22, 20.
(6) Ibid. , p. 26.
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has changed. The mask which was identical to her face has now
become a hopeful and gay one to hide the hurt, disappointed
wife and mother beneath the surface. Although married for
seven years the Dions really do not know each other. Through-
out the entire play when Margaret sees Dion unmasked, she does
not recognize him, nor he, her. The Dions are in financial
straits because of Dion’s gambling. Because of Margaret's visit,
during which she indirectly asks Brown to employ her husband.
Brown decides to hire him. Brown, who is now very prosperous,
sets out in search of Dion, whom he finds at Cybel's house.
Cybel, too, wears a mask. Without her mask, she is
Mother Earth, the woman ’who takes all to her bosom to protect.
She is symbolic of man’s desire to be mothered and protected.
With her mask on, she is the prostitute of Marc o Millions .
"The mask is the rouged and eye-blackened countenance of the
(7)
hardened prostitute." Cybel and Dion unmask, revealing their
true selves to each other. Because they know each other Cybel
and Dion are able to maintain a genuine friendship. Cybel, as
the maternal Mother Earth, takes Dion's mother's place as "ell
as Margaret's; for she truly knows the real Dion. Dion is
leaving Cybel's house when Brown enters. In cynical fashion,
( 8 )
Dion accepts the position Brown, "the Great God Mr. Brown"
offers him.
(V) Ibid.
, p. 40-41.
(8) Ibid.
, p. 45.
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There is another lapse of seven years with still greater
change. Cybel, the prostitute, has hardened and become Brown fe
mistress, but Cybel, the Mother Earth, is more mature and sorry
for mankind:
God, sometimes the truth hits me such a sock between
the eyes, I can see the stars] --and then I’m so damn sorry
for the lot of you,..., that I’d like to run out naked into
the street and love the whole mob to death like I was
bringing you all a new bra.nd of dope that'd make you for-
get everything that ever was for good]
The present Dion behind the mask is ’’ascetic, a martyr, furrowed
by pain and self-torture, yet lighted, from within by a spiritual
calm and human kindliness.” It is the Dion of the mask which
has underg ne drastic changes. "The mask is now terribly ravag-
ed. All of its Pan quality has changed into a diabolical Meph-
(9)
istophelean cruelty and irony.” With the increased intensity
of Dion’s suffering, the mask has become a horrible picture.
Brown, during the years Dion has worked for him, has taken
all of Dion’s creative work. In addition, he has bought off
Cybel, the prostitute, because of her relations with Dion. But
Brown gains Cybel, the Mother Earth, only when he is dying.
Dion, because of his excessive drinking, is dying; Cybel sends
him off with the assurance that he will find rest and peace.
The scene in which the dying Dion ^sks Margaret for
forgiveness is most pathetic and symbolic. Tearing off his mask
Dion says:
0 woman--my love--that I have sinned against in my sick
pride and cruelty— forgive my sins--forgive my solitude--
(9) Ibid . , pp. 47, 48.
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( 10 )
forgive my sickness --forgive me.’
Margaret does not recognize this unmasked, ghost-like figure
and faints. As she does so, she becomes unmasked, and Dion
for the first time sees and understands the suffering, unmasked
Margaret. This scene makes it very obvious to the reader that
persons know each other only by outward appearances, by the
armor or shell. Off he goes to Brown ”as a devil to conclude
.
(11 >
a b- rgain. :t After taunt 'ng Brown with accusations-, Dion in
his last breath wills his body to Brown so that Brown may enjoy
Margaret and all that he leaves behind. The mask falls off the
dying Dion, revealing the ascetic, martyr, to the shocked Brown.
The thought of becoming Dion fascinates Brown. He puts on the
mask and becomes Brown-Dion.
Brown-Dion lives with Margaret, a new Dion, a combina-
tion of Dion’s charms and Brown’s gentleness and consideration.
Because of her new happiness, Margaret’s mask falls off per-
manently. But the dual existence which Brown has to maintain
is slowly destroying him, just as it did Dion. O’Neill shows
here that one cannot live a dual life. The complex situation
of living as Brown and Dion together with the desire of being
loved as Brown in his own right drive Brown frantic. While in
the presence of Margaret and others. Brown comes out as Dion to
say that he has just killed Brown. While Brown escapes, those
present run into the office .and discover Brown’s mask which
(10) Ibid .
,
p. 56.
(11) Ibid .
,
p. 59.
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assumes to be Brown, himself. Bion has at last destroyed Brov.ni.
Brown is shot by a stray bullet. Before he dies, Cybel, the
Mother Earth, comes to him to tuck him in.
The play, The Great God Brown , is confusing and very
I
difficult to explain. 'The true value of the work is to be en-
joyed only by re- ding the play, for there is continuous masking
and unmasking going on throughout.
, d . Old .
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CHAPTER VIII
LCVS OF SELF
i.Iarsden: So let's you and me forget the whole
distressing episode, regard it as
an interlude, of trial and prepara-
tion, say, in which our souls have
been scraped clean of impure flesh
and made worthy to bleach In peace. (1)
So far we have read of man's pride, his loss of faith,
dual personalities, and so forth. Now O'Neill has discovered
another phase of man and unhesitatingly he tells us about it.
It may be true that Strange Interlude is long and at times the
asides prove to be nuisances which impede the action of the play.
But from the standpoint of character study, the asides are excel-
lent. The Naturalist would argue that a talented dramatist does
not need the use of asides in order to portray his characters,
their inner feelings, their conflicting emotions. One cannot
deny the greatness of William Shakespeare, ^e used asides, soli-
loquies, in order that the audience might know what Hamlet, Mac-
beth, or Othello were thinking, feeling. Strange Interlude is
a great play for character study, for the portrayal of the hu-
man soul.
(1) Eugene O'Neill- Strange Interlude (New York: Boni &
tiveright, 1928) p. 351.
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What Idea is O’Neill trying to express in this play?
Man tries to play the part of God, meddling in the
affairs of other, changing the entire course of a life. But
the man who tries to play God finds the tables turned against
him; he has suffered most by his meddling. In the play.
Strange Interlude
,
it is not a man who tries to play God, but
a woman, Nina Leeds. Her disappointment in love and her
craving for motherhood affect the lives of four men; Ned Dar-
rell, Sam Evans, Charles Marsden, and her son, Gordon. Nina
tries to avoid the reality of her sweetheart’s death by runnirg
away from it.
7/hat means does O’Neill use to express these ideas In
Strange Interlude ?
In Nina Leeds we have the woman who wants to fight
against fate, who takes the lives of others and moulds them to
suit herself. At the beginning of the play, Nina is bitter,
cynical, out "to get even with the world,” because she has
lost her lover, Gordon, who was killed in the war. Above all
she is bitter against her father, professor Leeds, since he
interfered with their plans of marriage. Although the Pro-
fessor’s reasons for preventing the wedding were partly sin-
cere, we 1’ ter learn that some of his motives were selfish.
He tells Marsden: "If he were killed, he would be leaving Nina
a widow, perhaps with a baby with no resources, since he was
penniless..... I told him, in justice to Nina, they must wait
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until he had come back..... And Gordon was quick to agree with
(2)
me." Later he confesses his real reason to Nina: "I was
alone and I wanted to keep your love. I hated him as one hates
(3)
a thief I. was glad when he died." In Professor Leefs
we have the rainature Nina, for he, too, tried to determine the
course of another’s life. The Professor’s meddl'ng has made
his daughter hate him. Nina’s greatest regret regarding Gor-
don’s death was that she had never given herself to him, never
had the opportunity of giving expression to her love. She says
to her father:
Gordon wanted me] I wanted Gordon.’ I should have
made him take me] I knew he would die and I would
have no children, that there would be no big Gordon or
little Gordon left to me, that happiness was calling
me, never to call again if I refused.’ And yet I did
refuse] I didn’t make him take me] I lost him for-
ever] And now I am lonely and not pregnant with any-
thing at all, but--but loathing. (4)
She tells her father that she owes it to Gordon to give herself
without scruple, without fear.
A year later, after having served as a nurse in a
soldier’s hospital, Nina returns' with Doctor Darrell and Evans
to attend her father’s funeral services. The girl who returns
is hard, poised, and determined to get what she wants out of
life. She has given herself openly to unknown men as we learn
from Darrell when he tells Marsden:
Gordon went away without--well
,
let’s say marrying
(2) Ibid. , p. 22.
(3) Ibid . , p. 39.
(4) Ibid . , p. 37.
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her. The war killed him,.,.. She began, to blame her-
self and to want to sacrifice herself and.... give hap-
piness to ... .war-victims by pretending to love them
And each experience of this kind has only left her more
a prey to a guilty conscience than before and more de-
termined to punish herself. (5)
The woman-like Marsden is shocked. Nina, herself, confesses
to "Uncle Charlies"
There was the desire to be kind. .. .men are so diffi-
cult to please, Charlie. I seemed to feel Oordon stand-
ing against a wall with eyes bandaged and t' ese men
were a firing squad whose eyes were also b?ndaged--and
only I could seej.... I kept on, from one to one, like
a stupid animal. (6)
Nina tried to run away from the hurt in her heart, trying to
erase it by what she thought was her duty to Gordon. But
these experiences have had an opposite effect, for now she is
mentally upset and physically unclean. In order to wipe out
this feeling of uncleanliness, Nina marries Evans.
Marsden, whom Nina cares for as an uncle or father, is
secretly in love with Nina, he, too, is a lost man, one who
has never analyzed himself for fear lest he discover the real
Marsden beneath. Like Nina he lives on the surface. Nina
has given herself freely to others; Marsden keeps his desires
suppressed. The main difference between the two is that Nina,
after her experiences at the hospital seeks the real in life--
a home and children; but Marsden hides first behind his mother’s
skirts, then his sister’s, finally Nina’s. Marsden wishes to
( 5) Ibid . , p . 65.
(6) Ibid . , p. 82.
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marry and take care of Nina, bi.it he discovers that Evans, ”a
fine, healthy boy, clean and unspoiled. ... only a big kid now
....but all he needs is a little self-confidence and a sense of
(7)
re on." Ability
,
” is in love with Hina also. Hina looks to
Evans as a refuge from all that she has been through; he is
something to mother. To transfer this love for the dead Gor-
don, whom she could not mother, to another object, a child,
is Nina’s reason for v anting to get married. She says: l! I
( 8 )
want children. I must become a mother so I con give myself.”
In addition to these reasons there is another--Evans is so
timid that she can twist him around her little finger.
Seven months later when Mrs. Evans, Hina’s mother-in-
law, discovers that Hina is going to have a child, she tells
her of the insanity which runs in the Evans family. Mrs.
Evans is the second parent to interfere with Nina’s life.
Again unhappiness is brought on by another. Nina’s plan to
use Evans to satisfy her maternal desires has fallen through.
Frantically, she cries out: "I don’t love him] I only married
(9)
him because he needed me—and I needed children.” In spite of
the frank outburst, lips
.
Evans makes Nina promise that she
( 10 )
will pick a “man, a healthy male to breed by.”
Soon Evans starts to feel that he is to blame for
Nina's not having children. Ke never learns of Nina’s abor-
(7) Ibid.
,
P.* 69.
(8) Ibid. p.- CO •
(9) Ibid. P* ,111
(10) -IMd, , P* .114

tion. Kina walks around in an empty house, empty since there
is nothing real or tangible in it which she can grasp and really
call her own. Kina takes Mrs. Evans* advice about the healthy
male to breed by; the victim is Doctor Darrell. Making Darrell
feel that he is responsible for her marriage and unhappiness.
Kina persuades him to commit adultery, which is disguised as
duty to Sam. The procedure is purely scientific. So Kina com-
mits another sin, which destroys Darrell’s happiness and career?
inflates Sam’s ego, creates more misery for Marsden, and makes
Nina the proud mother and mistress over the men around her*
But the scientific experiment does not work out as Nina
and the Doctor planned; they fall in love with each other, iuSt
as Abbie and Eben did. Kina, because she is going to have the
child of the man she really loves, wants to leave Ev^ns, who,
aware of her indifferent behavior towards him, is about to speak
to her concerning a divorce. Nina confesses to Darrell that
she loves him and urges him to admit that he loves her. But
knowing the danger Kina would be to his career, Darrell fights
against his love for her. When Darrell discloses that Kina is
going to have a baby, Evans is overjoyed. Then abruptly, with-
out saying goodby to Nina, Darrell rushes off for Europe to
escape. Pitying Evans, Nina does not tell him the truth.
A year has passed; Nina is content in her motherhood;
Sam has become very successful; Marsden is still Nina’s slave.
Darrell, who has run all over Europe, cannot forget Nina nor
his child. When he returns to demand them, Nina reminds him
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that he has given up his child to Sam. They can still love each
other without Sam’s knowing it. Darrell becomes furious and
threatens to tell Sam everything but later loses his courage.
Nina looks proudly about her; she has three men to worship at
her shrine. She says In one of her asides:
ily three men.'.... I feel their desires converge in
rue J... to form one complete beautiful male desire which
I absorb... am whole... they dissolve in me, their life
is my life... I am pregnant with the three.’ .. .husband.’
... lover J ... father J ... and the fourth man... little man.’
...little GordonJ . . .he is mine too.'...that makes it
perfect.’ (11)
[How perfect for Nina; she is the queen sitting on her throne
while her slaves sit at her feet. Each man is a part-- husband,
lover, father, and son—making one complete whole.
As the years go by, Gordon grows fonder of Evans and
resents with increasing intensity Darrell’s intrusion in his
mother’s life. Little Gordon now becomes the reborn spirit of
big Gordon. He has taken up sports so that he might be as im-
portant as the man for whom he is named. Time has made Darrell
less ambitious. The man who might have been a great scientist
is just an ordinary doctor because of Nina and her selfishness.
Because of his fatherhood, Sam, the weaker of the two, has now
become strong; he Is proud, prosperous.
As the play moves to its conclusion, it is concerned
mainly with Gordon, now in love and eager to marry. But Nina is
jealous of Madeline, who will take away her Gordon. Gordon is
hers to do with as she pleases. How dare another woman come in
and try to spoil the plans she has made for Gordon’s life. Nina
( 11) Ibid.
,
p. 234.
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says to Darrell: "Can yoii imagine him throwing himself away on
a little fool like that? I simply can’t believe that he really
loves her.’ Why’s she’s hardly even oretty and she’s deadly
( 12 )
stupid.... If he marries her, it means he’ll forget me.’" From
a crushed, hurt girl of the first act, Nina has become a domi-
neering woman, whose wishes have changed the course of others’
lives. She has pulled the strings and the puppets, Evans,
Darrell, Marsden, and Gordon, have danced. It is time now that
she be put in her place and Darrell does it by saying: "You’ve
meddled enough with human love, old lady.' Your time for that
(13)
is over!" Darrell comes to the rescue by telling Madeline:
"Pay no attention to anything she may say to you. She’s just
passed through a crucial period in a woman’s life and she’s
t
(16)
morbidly .jealous of you and subject to queer delusions."
While watching his son, who is rowing in the winning
crew, Sam becomes overexcited and has a fatal stroke. How
ironical. Years ago this would have been ideal for Nina and
Darrell; now, it comes too late, for their love is dead. There
is faithful Marsden, "father," whom Nina marries for companion-
ship in old age.
At the end of her life, Nina has nothing. Her marriage
was one of convenience. Throughout the years, she and Darrell
lived a life of sin. Even her son learns what she is. Because
she has lived on the surface, Nina Leeds has missed the beauty
(12) Ibid .
,
pp. 294-295.
(13) Ibid. , p. 296.
(14) Ibid., p. 312.
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>of life. The only one' who remains is liarsden, hut he in his
womanly way is worthless. Together they can dream and talk of
what might have been if they had faced the realities of life
instead of running away from them. The meddler, Nina Leeds, has
gained only unhappiness and misery by her meddling ith human
love and lives.
Nina Leeds is O’Neill’s symbol of the proud soul and its
evil will. She is woman groping in the dark for her own happi-
ness, bringing down in her fall the innocent victims around her.
Nina Leeds is also the sensual, proud woman, daughter of Abbie
and mother of Lavinia. As the symbol of woman develops in
O’Neill’s plays, their evil influence increases. Mildred Doug-
las was proud; Abbie, sensual; Nina Leeds, egotistical and self-
ish; but Lavinia surpasses them all. Pride, self-love, lust,
and evil will combine to form a new product of woman—Lavinia,
whom we shall meet in Mourning Becomes Plectra .
....
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CHAPTER IX
SCIENCE VERSUS COD
Rueben: I don't want any miracle. Mother!
I don't want to know the truth.'
I only want you to hide me. Mother! (1)
DYNAMO
What idea is O'Neill trying to express in this play?
To become a spiritualist like Hutchins Light is not to
face the realities which surround one; to destroy all spiritual
feelings and base one's beliefs merely on the realities like
Ramsay Fife does is to miss all that which is beautiful in life.
Man must be able to harmonize that which he feels within, the
belief in an existing God, with that which encircles him in
order to live a full, happy life. Some find contentment in
being religious; others in being atheists. Between the two
extremes, there is the lost soul, the man who cannot reconcile
religion and Science. It is with the lost soul, Rueben, who
like Ella of All God' s ChiHun Got .Vlngs and Eben of Desire
Under the Elms seeks refuge in childhood in order to escape the
torture which his torn soul is giving him that O'Neill writes
(1) Eugene O'Neill - Dynamo (New York; Horace Liveright,
1929) p. 158.
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of in his play, Dynamo .
What means does O’Neill use to express these ideas in
his play?
In The Hairy Ape O’Neill presented Yank who was torn
between God, who made him feel he belonged, and Science, which
cast him aside, oblivious of his presence. In Yank’s case,
the ending was a happy one, for Yank found peace in death.
Confronted with a more complex form of the same problem, Rueben
finds life unbearable and consequently meets with a horrible
death, finding peace in neither life nor death. Yank believed
he was the center of things, "the whole woiks." He was too
primitive, too much like a "Hairy Ape," to understand Material-
ism or, perhaps, even God. But Rueben, on the other hand,
after losing faith in his mother, because of her betrayal of
him, places all his belief in a new god, electricity. But the
new god offers no hope for the future, just like the "isms"
that John Loving of Days Without End came in contact with.
Becoming frightened, Rueben turns to his mother, but she is
gone. Because the dynamo looks like a mother, Rueben ’s mind,
which has retrogressed like that of Ella’s to childhood, imagines
it to be a mother, who will protect and shelter him. Through-
out the play we can trace Rueben’ s growth from a timid youth
to a cynical man of the world and his decline to childhood.
O’Neill presents two families living side by side* the
Lights and the Fifes. Light is deeply religious; his wife,
although inclined towards Materialism, dutifully accepts her
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husband’s faith. Ruben, their son, has been spoiled by his too
affectionate mother; he is a cross between the two. '/Then the
play opens, we find Rueben and Ada Fife in love with each other.
Again woman, this time called Ada, intervenes in man’s
life. Ada is the sensual Abbie, younger and with less experi-
ence. Rueben ’s relationship with her and her family drive him
away from God to Science, which later destroys him. One can
argue that indirectly Ada is the cause of the destruction of
Rueben' s soul and life. Abbie, Cybel, and Hina Leeds have
become Ada, the woman. Ada is an atheist because her father is
one. She has never questioned his belief, merely accepting be-
cause she is a Fife. Her atheism has not made her hard and cyi -
ical; she does not understand it. Unlike her daughter and
husband, Mrs* Fife is a dreamer who lives in the past and in
the crooning sound of the dynamo.
Ada and Rueben have rendezvous which Mrs. Light acciden-
tally finds out about when she goes to Rueben' s room to questior
him concerning his friendship with the "Fife girl.” Through
the window, she sees Rueben waiting for Ada. Ramsay Fife, whose
humor is a bit malicious, dares his daughter to bring Rueben in
j
the house. An article which he has read in a newspaper gives
Fife an idea for a scheme to test and play a joke on Rueben.
He tells the boy;
Twenty years ago there was a man by the name of
Andrew Clark lived in the town of Arming, 0&io.... Now
Clark was in love with a girl whose family had got her
engaged to another fellow, but she loved Clark and
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used to meet him in the wood"3
. But this fellow who was
engaged to her got suspicions and one night he sneaked
up on them lying in each other’s arms--in sin he
rushed out with a knife at them both, but Clark picked
up an ax and split his skull.'..,. I was Clark. (2)
Having heard the conversation, Mrs. Light rushes home,
frantic. When Rueben comes home, Mrs. Light has her husband
hide in the closet so that he may hear from Rueben, himself, all
that hich took place in the Fife household. Trusting his moth-
er completely and having her promise not to tell his father,
Rueben repeats Fife’s story as well as confessing his love for
Ada, When Light comes out of the closet, Rueben’ s world falls.
He says to himself: r'He was hiding in the closet ] ... she cheated
me]...when I trusted her J... when I loved her better than any
(3)
one in the world]" Because of his mother's betrayal of him to
his father and the Fife joke, Rueben leaves home, saying:
"There is no Cod] No God but Electricity] I’ll never be
(4)
scared again] I’m through with the lot of you."
Fifteen months later Rueben comes home to see his moth-
er, but she is dead. The Rueben who returns is hard, cynical,
and sure of himself. He tells Mrs. Fife:
I've lived a lot and read a lot to find out for my-
self what's really what--and I’ve found out all right]..,,
I've read up on love in biology, and I know what it is
now, and I’ve proved it with more than one female.,,..
I'm stuyding a lot of science, .. .books on astronomy and
Ibid,, pp. 50-51.
Ibid
.
,
p. 67
.
( 2 )
(3)
(4) Ibid . , p . BO
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biology and physics and chemistry and evolution. It
all comes to electricity in the end. (5)
While away Reuben sent his mother cards, boasting that he had
electrocuted his father's God and asking his mother not to be
a fool. When Reuben hears that his mother's last words were,
'Don't be a foolJ," his ego is inflated. He had converted his
mother to the god of electricity. He tells his father: "Your
Satan in dead. We electrocuted him along with your Grod.
.
( 6 >
Electr city is God now. ' 1 Even while uttering these words,
Reuben experiences the emptiness which his mother's death has
left in his heart. With the feeling of this vacancy in his
heart, his retrogression to childhood begins.
After his return, Reuben finds Ada "dead easy... like
(7)
rolling off a log." The new relationship between them, accord-
ing to Reuben, is not a sin; they are married by Nature. While
praying on his mother's grave, Reuben realizes there is nothing
to pray to. But what of death? Can electricity explain death
and the life beyond? A new fear has seized Reuben's heart;
the desire to talk to his mother, to be sheltered by her, in-
creases in Reuben until it becomes an obsession. Unable to
sleep, Reuben goes to the hydro-electric plant, vhere he ex-
amines a dynamo and says:
It's like a great dark idol... like the old stone
statues of gods people prayed to... only it’s living
and they were dead... that top part is like a head...
( 5) Ibid . , p. 92.
(3) Ibid .
,
p. 112.
(7) Ibid . , p. 122.
;>
*
.
. . *
.
with eyes that see you without seeing you... and below
it is like a body. . .not a man ’ s ... round like a woman’s
...as if it had breast s .. .but not like a girl. . .not like
Ada*.. no, like a woman... like her mother... or mine...
a
great dark mother.’ ... that * s what the dynamo is .’
. . . that ’ s
what life is. (8)
Reuben has now identified the dynamo with motherhood, with bis
mother, to escape the mystery of life and death.
The identification of the dynamo v/ith Mrs. Light has
gone so far that even the dynamo, according to Reuben, considers
the relationship between Ada and Reuben as impure and unclean.
Wanting to appear virtuous before this new god, Reuben is de-
termined to have nothing more to do with Ada. Reuben considers
himself a "new saviour" to whom the god of electricity will re-
veal truth. He says:
And that center must be the Great Mother of Sternal
Life, Electricity, and Dynamo is her Divine Image on
earth] Her power houses are the new churches] She
wants us to realize the secret that dwells in her] She
wants some one man to love her purely and when she finds
him worthy he will love him and give him the secret of
truth and he will become the new saviour who will bring
happiness and peace to men] And I’m going to be that
saviour. (9)
In Reuben's confused mind the concrete, Science, has become
religion, the abstract. Prom this point on Reuben’s retrogres-
sion moves rapidly. Torn between the reality of electricity
and the mystery of the unknown which lies beyond it and all of
life, Reuben Is desperate. To whom shall he turn for comfort,
for explanation?
(8) Ibid. , pp. 126, 132.
( 9 ) Ibid . , p. 133.
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When Ada comes to the plant to see Reuben, he yields
to her physical attractions. The feeling of guilt makes him
frantic. lie can be compared to the naughty child who has taken
jam against his mother's wishes. In Reuben's case the act
drives him insane. He cries out: "Mother.' ... I 've betrayed
you... you will never bless me with the miracle now!.., you have
( 10 )
shut me from your heart forever!" Galling Ada a harlot as his
mother once did, the insane Reuben shoots her. Then in a fana-
tical frenzy, Reuben runs to the dynamo to hide; "I don't want
any miracle. Mother! I don't want to know the truth! I only
( 11 )
want, you to hide me. Mother!.... Please Mother!" As his hands
grasp the brushes, ironically enough, Reuben is electrocuted by
his god electricity.
The words "I only want to hide" are pathetic and tragic.
They are the words of a child running away from p'nishraent.
Reuben had been happy as a timid, religious youth. Knowledge
of Science, astronomy, and biology led only to disaster. O'HQLll
again says as he did through Paddy in The Hairy Ape that before
the present growth of Science man was free and had hope for
life in death. The lack of intelligence and ability of man
to harmonize Science and God means certain tragedy. G 'lie 111
gives his answer to this problem of Science versus God in his
play, Days '.Vi thou t End .
(10) Ibid.
,
p. 154.
(11) ibid. , p. 158.
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CHAPTER X
COMPLEXES
Lavinia: I’m the last Mannon. I've got to
punish myself] (1)
The problem of the Oedipus and Electra complexes has been
dealt with since the time of Aeschylus and Euripides. The pro-
blem is a universal one, and O'Neill was aware of it. Both
complexes carry with them intense hate and love, false pride,
and above all, fear--fear that the object of love /ill love and
be loved by someone else. In the trilogy. Mourning Becomes
Electra
,
O'Neill shows us both complexes.
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
What idea is O'Neill trying to present in this play?
The love of a normal person is a trust' ng, ideal, one
firm in its foundation. He who lusts also hates, hates any per-
son who may love the person he loves, and is jealous. Lavinia
hated and was jealous of her mother, Christine, because she
loved her father; Or in hated and was jealous of his father, be-
(1) Eugene O'Neill - Mourning Becomes Electra (New
York: Horace Liveright, Inc., 1931) p7 256.
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cause he loved his mother. The misguided emo t:\ons of hate, love
and fear tend to make man behave animal-like and primitive,
bringing unhappiness to the individual. The man or woman with
a complex must purge himself if he is to have true love, happi-
ness, and peace of mind.
What means does O’Neill use to express these ideas in
his play?
In Mourning Bee omes Electra , O’Neill tried to keep with-
in the rules of Greek tragedy. Even the name Ezra Mannon sounds
like Agamemnon and Grin like Orestes. Lavinia is Electra of the
Greek tragedy; Orin, the Orestes; Ezra Mannon, the Agamemnon;
Christine, the Clytemnestra. The Greek tragedy had to do with
the feeling for homestead and family continuity. Those In the
household repressed their inner emotions and conflicts. At
times the repression of the chaos which existed wi thin was too
great for the individual; so he burst forth and committed some
act of violence. A chorus, which during the entire representa-
tion, was on the stage witnessing the drama, was used in Greek
tragedy. At intervals the chorus sang songs concerning the
theme of the play and voicing the feelings of the spectators.
O’Neill uses a modern chorus, consisting of the servants of the
Mannon household and the people of the town. The setting and
time of O’Neill’s play is symbolic of Greek civilization. Right
after the Civil War many Northern families developed pride in
in their ancestry; they felt aristocratic. The New Englanders
were proud, cold, and indifferent on the surface, but beneath
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this masked attitude there existed (and exists today) emotional-
ism and passions.
The Mannons are a proud and haughty people, subjected to
passions and desires making for misery and unhappiness. In the
first play. Homecoming
,
we meet with the hostilities existing
between mother, Christine, and daughter, Lavinia. Christine has
been having an affair with Adam Brant. Lavinia, also in love
with Brant, because he resembles her father, accuses her mother
of adultery. Because she is desperately jealous of her mother,
Lavinia has written to her father, hinting of the Brant affair.
Christine, in love with Brant, hates the Mannons, their stifled
life, their false pride, their hates and jealousies. To her
Brant is freedom, youth, and love. She is the outsider, who
does not belong in this family of repressed desires.
The scene in which Lavinia accuses her mother of adultery
is very dramatic, Lavinia says: '’Give up Brant and never see
him again--and promise to be a dutiful wife to Father and make
up for the wrong you've done him." Here is the proud Lavinia
who is afraid of tainting the family name and tries to tell
others what to do. Christine cries out:
I know you, VinnieJ I've watched you ever since
you were little, trying to do exactly what you're
doing nov/I You've tried to become the wife of your
father and mother of OrinJ You've always schemed to
steal my place. (2)
As we see later, Lavinia does become the mother of Orin and head
of the Mannon hotisehold.
( 2) Ibid .
,
p. 53.
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From the very early years of his marriage Ezra has felt
a wall between Christine and him. Now he has seen hate and
death in war. He is determ 'ned to make up for the past years.
He says to Christine of his return from the front;
I thought about my life--lying awake nigh.ts--8.nd
about your life. In the middle of battle I'd think
maybe in a minute I'll be dead me as your hus-
band being killed seemed queer and wrongs-like some-
thing dying that had never lived. .... Nothing was
clear except that there 'd always been some barrier
between us.... a wall hiding us from each other.'....
You've got to help me smash it down!.... You'll
find I have changed, Christine. I'm sick of death.'
I want life.'.... I've got to make you love me.' (3)
But Christine is cold and scheming. Of course, she was going to
smash the wall between them, by smashing him. She gives himself
to him as a corpse, not a wife who has missed and loves her hus-
band. Sensing that something is amiss, Ezra says;
This house is not my house. This Is not my room
nor my bed. They are empty- -waiting for someone to
move in] And you are not my wife] You are waiting
for something! (4)
Christine tells him of the affair with Brant. Mannon, furious,
rises to strike her but ‘'falls back, groaning, doubled up on his
(5)
left side, vdth intense pain.” When he asks for medicine, Chris'
tine gives him a poison pellet. Realizing that this is not his
medicine, Ezra, dying, calls for Lavinia, who rushes in. Over-
come with fear of her guilt, Christine faints and drops the
poison pellets. ’.Then Lavania goes to her mother, she stumbles
on the box. Christine has murdered the man Lavinia loves!
The play ends with the death of the "homecomer " Ezra.
(3) Ibid .
,
pp. 83-04.
(4) Ibid.
,
p. 92.
( 5) Ibid.
, p, .93.
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The characters of Yank, Eben, Abbie, Ella, Jim, or Hina
are pale as compared to those of Lavinia or Grin, The Hannons
| in their aristocratic attitude of superiority have committed
many sins, murder and lust. The' Mannon household must be wiped
out in order for the Mannon spirit to be re-born to live a life
of happiness. At the conclusion of the trilogy only Lavinia re-
mains. She is the greatest sinner of them all; consequently
she must live a solitary life, a living hell, in order to purge
the Mannon name.
The second play, The Hunted
,
deals >.rith the revenge of
Ezra's death by Lavinia and Orin. Grin loves his mother; he was
always jealous of his father, hating him because he was Chris-
tine's husband. Orin confesses:
I had a queer feeling that war meant murdering
the same man over and over, and that in the end I
would discover the man was myself! Their faces
keep coming back in dreams- -and they change to
father's face--or to mine. (6)
Lavinia and Christine struggle to control Grin, Chris-
tine, knowing Orin's feelings towards her and his father, en-
courages him to lover her again. She says to him:
I want to make up to you for all the injustice
you suffered at your father's hands. It may seem a
hard thing to say about the dead, but he was jealous
of you. He hat ed you because he knew I loved you
better than anything in the world!.... Oh, Orin,
you are my boy, my baby! I love you! (7)
I
She allows Orin to think she will go off with him to the South
(6) Ibid.
, P . 142.
(7) Ibid., pp. 127, 131.
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Sea Islands. Orin is warned of Lavinia’ s false accusations.
For the moment Orin is won over by his mother. But Lavinia is
the stronger of the two. The truth of the situation cannot
help making itself plain to Orin, who becomes insanely jealous.
Another man in his mother’s arms] Yet he does not believe it
until he, himself, sees Christine and Brant together. After
Ezra’s funeral Lavinia and Orin foliow their mother to an East
Boston wharf, where they overhear her make plans with Brant to
escape. After Christine leaves, Orin, unable to control his
jealousy any longer, rushes in and shoots Brant. Orin, Orestes,
cries to his mother after confessing his crime: "Do you hate me
( 8 )
now?..,. Mother! Answer me] Say you forgive me]" Christine
commits suicide. Lavinia becomes the head of the family as her
mother said she would.
‘The last play. The Haunted
,
takes place a year later
when Lavinia and Orin are returning from a trip to the Far East.
Lavinia has become more and more her mother, imitating her walk,
her manner of dressing, and her facial expressions. The change
in Lavinia is symbolic of the fact that she has now fully assumed
Christine’s place as a mother to Grin and head of the Mannon
household. During their travels Orin has looked to Lavinia
not as a sister but as a woman; he was jealous of all the men
who looked at her. Orin has become more and more like his fathei;
Grin’s changed appearance symbolizes that he is in love with the
(8) Ibid . , p. 179.
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new Christine just- as Ezra, his father, was. Erother and sister
have become husband and wife in appearance. The relationship
between Lavinia and Orin has not always been ideal.
In order to escape the morbidness surrounding them and
sincerely searching for peace, Orin becomes engaged to Hazel and
Lavinia, to Peter, Hazel’s brother. But the guilt of murder
weighs heavily on Grin’s conscience; he is always on the verge
of confessing his crime. It is Lavinia who prevents him from
doing so. In Peter Lavinia has found something clean, non-
Hannon just as Christine found in Brant. Again Lavinia is
imitating her mother. Peter will be a means of escaping the
Hannon curse. Orin becomes jealous. Another man comes between
him a nd the woman he loves.
Orin’s sense of guilt increases rapidly. As Lavinia
notices 1% she becomes frightoied, desperate. Orin gives Hazel
a confession, which Lavinia seizes from her. With anger and
hate Lavinia cries;
Hoi You coward] There is nothing to confess]
There was only justice I hate youl I wish you
were dead] You’re too vile to live] You’d kill your-
self if you weren’t a coward] (9)
Having lost Lavinia, Orin has nothing to live for. Before com-
mitting suicide the modern Orestes cries to his mother for help
and forgiveness as Reuben did. '’Mother] Do you know what I’ll ac
then? I’ll get on my knees and ask your forgiveness. ”
^
10
^
Now
(9) Ibid .
, pp. 239-240.
(10) Ibid.
,
p. 240.
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Grin truly stands between Peter and Lavinia.
In the last scene, Lavinia is austere, dressed in mourn-
ing* It becomes Lavinia (Electra) to mourn and wear mourning.
More than ever Lavinia is determined to marry Peter, but Hazel
intervenes. Accusing Lavinia of Grin’s death and the other
happenings in the Hannon home, Hazel pleads with Lavinia to
let peter go:
I know Peter can’t believe ill of any one, but
living alone with you, married, you couldn’t hide it,
he’d get to feel what I feel. You could never be
happy because it would come between youJ (11)
Lavinia finds that Peter, himself, is suspicious of her. Tell-
ing him that the dead Mannons are too strong and lying about
having lusted with a native, Lavinia sends Peter away. She is
alone
:
I am not going the way Mother and Grin went. That’s
escaping punishment. And there’s no one left to punish
me. I’m the last Hannon. I’ve got to punish myself
I
Living alone here with the dead is a worse act of justice
than death or prison.’.... I’ll live alone with the dead,
and keep their secrets, and let them hound me, until
the curse is paid out and the last Mannon is let die.’ (12)
Lavinia can be r’ghtly termed a murderess. Had it not
been for her trying to run her mother's life, Ezra would not
have been murdered, nor would Christine and Orin have committed
suicide. 7/oman again is the symbol of evil. Because of her, sir
runs rampant, whether it be adultery, murder, or suicide. The
portrayal of the evil of woman’s influence reaches its high
mark in Mourning Becomes Electra . Lavinia’ s soul is black, and
(H ) Ibid . , p. 249.
(12) Ibid .
,
p. 256.
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she must live alone in a house of the dead in order that no one
may discover the truth about her. Alone, she must purge her-
self of her lust and her guilt of her murder. At the conclusion
of the trilogy, one feels no pity for Lavinia but contempt and
hate. She, indeed, is the despicable woman.
One may say the symbols O’Neill chose to show man the
human soul are morbid and brutal. Yet how can one make man’s
weakness obvious to him unless he paints a picture so realistic
that man will shudder from disgust and want to reform immediately
O’Neill is the pioneer who depicts truth in order to help man.
In O’Neill’s plays he shows that tragedy exists because of the
failure of man to distinguish between good and evil . O'Neill is
no cynic; he is a prophet crying for the salvation of man. In
I.Iourning Bee cues Electra
,
Orin, Christine, and Lavinia are the
symbols of the weakness in man.
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CHAPTER XI
MAN'S VICTORY
John Loving: Life laughs with God's love
again! Life laughs with
love! (1)
The plays I have discussed end either In tragic death,
retrogression, or frustration. But man's problems are not
always solved unhappily. Many solutions can be reached to the
complete satisfaction of the individual. Days 7/1 thout End
concludes with the complete victory of man, victory brought
about by man's surrender to God.
DAYS 7/1THOUT END
7/hat idea is O'Neill trying to present in this play?
Han meets with many diversified ideas in life, and
since he is searching for truth, he stops temporarily to con-
sider all of them. The result is that every time nan stops
he adopts an idea here and there. At the end of his searching,
he has no one theory about the relationship of life and man
to God. Instead, he has a complex set of conclusions, con-
tradictory one, whifc'h make for strife and conflict. Because
(1) Eugene O'Neill - Days Without End (New York:
Random House, 1934) p. 157.
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of this situation, man is divided against himself. He is two
men, the man of his past, with the complex set of theories, and
the man, himself, who has the truth of life in his own heart
and in his faith in God. True happiness c cmes from within;
it can be acquired only when the true mar destroys the man of
his past.
’What means does O'Neill use to express these ideas in
his play?
In Days Without End
,
O'Neill presents John Loving, a
man who is really two individuals. At the age of fifteen John
Loving was one individual. But as he studied different nhilo-
sophies and !, isms" John Loving>the one person, divides and be-
come. two, John and Loving. It is only when Loving, the part,
dies that John Loving becomes incorporated in one person again.
The other characters in the play are not aware of Loving's
presence, although, at timss, they feel it. At intervals
during the play, Loving speaks bitterly and cynically. Think-
that it is John talking, the others are shocked and sometimes
feel hurt. It is only when John offers complete surrender
at the foot of the crucified Christ that Loving dies. With
the death of Loving, John gains complete victory. The old
self dies; the new John begins to livej
in The Great Gpd Brown by the use of masks O'Neill
shoved us man with two personalities. The masking and unmask-
ing was too confusing. One had to watch all the characters
closely in order to know which personality spoke. The mask
.'
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was the symbol of the outer personality. In Days Without End
,
O’Neill has an individual representing the other personality
in John. In other words there are two men on the stage, re-
presenting one individual. This arrangement is less confusing
than the masks of The Great God Brown . However, the dual per-
sonalities in the two plays are not the same thing. In The
Great God Brown
,
Dion wears a mask to escape the realities of
life and censure of others; in Days Without End
,
Loving is
symbolic of the man of the past, who damns God.
Because of his parents’ death when he was but fifteen,
John became embittered against God and denied Him;
When he was fifteen. .. .both his parents were killedJ
....they died during a flu epidemic in which they con-
tacted pneumonia--and he was left alone --without love
He saw his God as deaf and blind and merciless--
a Diety Who returned hate for love and revenged Him-
self upon those who trusted Him.’.... In his awakened
pride he cursed his God and denied Him, and in re-
venge, promised his soul to the Devil--on his knees,
when everyone thought he was nrayingj(2)
John searched for new truths only to find that these new philo-
sophies and ’’isms'* did not satisfy at all. They dealt too
much with reality. Like Reuben’s god of electricity, they did
not explain death and the mystery surrounding it. Later, John
meets and falls in love with Elsa.
Elsa left her first husband because she found him to be
unfaithful to her. 'To Elsa marriage was beautiful, sacred, not
to be marred and spoiled by infidelity. Although cynical of
men, Elsa finds in John her ideal mate whose beliefs in mar-
riage are akin to hers. Elsa’s love restores John’s faith
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In life, making him supremely happy until Loving, the man of
the past, starts arousing John’s doubts and fears. Loving
makes the newly found happiness of the two seem insecure.
What if Elsa should die, to whom would John turn? With her
death all would end. There is no immortality, since there is
no God. Goaded on by Loving, John wished to destroy that
which he loves most in life. As a cry against the perfection
of his marriage, John commits adultery with one of his wife’s
friends, Lucy Hillman. The major rftle in the act of sin was
played by Loving, not John. C ’Neill points out here that it
is the man without faith in God, Loving, who commits sin.
Daily the feeling of guilt increases. How can he tell Elsa?
Will she forgive him?
It is at this point that O’Neill begins Days 'Without
End
. By turning author, writing of his life in novel form,
John hopes to win Elsa’s sympathy. After reading and discussing
the story with her, he will ask Elsa for forgiveness since he
is the sinner. Th© problem confronting John now is how to
conclude the work. While John is in this state of mind, being
tortured by Loving, Father Baird, a Catholic priest, comes in.
He says to John:
A strange feeling of fear took possession of me—
a
feeling that you were unhappy, In some spiritual danger.
.... I felt stricken with guilt, ... .that I was to blame
for whatever was happening to you..... That’s the real
reason I decided to take my vacation in the East, Jack. (2)
(2) Ibid., p. 42.
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Father Baird, is invited to dinner, after which John will read
his novel.
It is Lucy Hillman who upsets John’s plan to test Elsa.
Valter, Lucy’s philandering and erring husband, becomes the
topic of discussion when Lucy visits Elsa. Lucy confesses that
to spite her husband she has committed adultery. She picked
a man who was too happy to sin with. She tells Elsa;
I kept swearing to myself that I’d show 'Valter--
and I picked out this man--yes, deliberately] ... .because
he -/as quite happy His happiness filled me with
rage..... I wanted to take his happiness from him and
kill it as mine had been killed! I got him in my bed-
room on sane excuse. But he pushed me away, as if he
were disgusted with himself and me. But I wouldn’t
let him go Suddenly, I don’t know how to explain
it,.... It was another man, a stranger whose eyes were
hateful and frightening. (3)
Later the same evening when John reads his novel, the two
stories coincide. Elsa knows at once that John was Lucy’s vic-
tim. When John asks her whether the wife of the story could
forgive the husband, Elsa answers, "Noi". Then the hateful
Loving says concerning the conclusion of the novel; "Yes, I
need her death for my end. That is, to make my romantic hero
come finally to a rational conclusion about his life! (4) Her
husband, wants her to die in order that he may prove to himself
that there is no God that life is an empty existence. Elsa,
just recovering from influenza goes out in the rain to get
pneumonia so that John’s story might end as he wishes.
Ella returns from her walk burning with fever; she re-
Co) Ibid .
,
p. 70. (4) Ibid . , p. 105.
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fuses to forgive John. Loving is on the 'inning side nor/.
Lacking the desire to live, Elsa is slipping fast. John,
desperate, alone, searches for something or soneone to cling to
Under the procure of Father Baird’s insistence that he go to
God, John weakens. The desire to go to God, the God in Whom
he had so much faith, is aroused. n e walks slowly to the chuicl
followed by Loving who continues mocking and trying to dissuade
him. As John goes Elsa says: 'Poor John, I’m so sorry I
(5)
understand now. I love--I forgive. 1 ' John offers himself to
God:
0 Son of Han, I am Thou and Ihou art II Why hast
Thou forsaken me? 0 Brother Who lived and loved and
suffered and died with us, Who knoweth and tortured
hearts of men, canst Thou not forgive --now--when I
surrender all to Thee—when I have forgiven Thee
—
the love that Thou once took from me.’.... 0 Lord of
Lovo, forgive Thy poor blind fooli (5)
O’Neill’s picture of the dying Loving at this point is very
dramatic Indeed. Loving says: "Thou has conquered. Lord.
Thou art--the End, Forgive the damned soul of John Loving.’ :i
He slumps forward to the floor and rolls over on
his back, dead, his head beneath the foot of the Cross,
his arms outflung so that his body forms another cross.
.... The gray walls of the Chruch, particularly the
wall where the Cross is, and the face of Christ shine
with radi anc e • ( 7
)
With the death of Loving, John becomes himself and says: "Life
(5) Ibid., p. 150.
(6) Ibid., pp. 154-155.
(7)
Ibid., p. 156
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' ( Q)
laughs with God's love again.' Life laughs with lovej
The solution of the problen of Science versus God which
O'lTeill presented in The Hairy Ape and Dynamo i s found in Days
Without End . Science offers no explanation of how life came
into being nor allows room for immortality. Science takes
away everything and leaves nothing but the theory of evolution.
Man's faith must rest in God. Like John, man must rid himself
of fears and doubts and of new "isms," he must offer complete
surrender to God.
( 8 ) Ibid .
, p. 157.
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)GRAFTER XII
O'NEILL, THE SYMBOLIST
Eugene O'Neill has been called many things, from a pessi-
mist to a social philosopher. But he is neither a pessimist nor
a social philosopher. He is just an individual with a keener
insight than the average person, one sensitive to man's struggle;
and his inability to adjust himself to the world. The man
O'Neill writes of is not the American, the individual; if he
were, O'Neill would long have been regarded as a minor dramatist
It is because O'Neill deals with Man, the universal man, that
he is considered by many as one of our outstanding contemporary
dramatists. Pride, lust, evil will, and self-love, which O'Neill
tells us about, are found in Man everywhere in civilization.
Jones is the proud man; Yank, the lost man; Marco Polo, the
materialist; Nina Leeds, the woman with self-love; Abbie, the
woman with gross sensuality. O'Neill's characters are symbols
of types. In addition to dealing with universal Man, O'Neill
writes of universal problems, such as that of good and evil .
Man, says O'Neill repeatedly in his plays, suffers be-
cause he cannot control sin; he sins because he does not know
«
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the difference between good and evil . The way of evil is easy;
the consequences are tragic. To do good man must deny himself
a certain amount of pleasure, but there is sat ' sfaction in
knowing that one’s life is rorthwhile and virtuous. Like ”Emper’
or Jones” man is concerned only with himself. The ’’Emperor”
taxed the natives heavily because he wanted to go to France to
live in style. Nina Leeds used the men around her to satisfy
her egotistical cravings; she wanted, husband, father, and lover.
The prostitute of I.larco Millions or Gybel lived the life she
was ignorant of moral laws. In All God’ s Chillun Got Wings
,
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Ella’s inability to distinguish between being a good wife and
a selfish, prejudiced woman brought about Jim’s unhappiness and
her own insanity. Another universal problem which O’Neill is
concerned with is that of Science versus God.
Science, today, in its rapid growth has torn down man’s
faith, a faith which has taken centuries to build. Before the
coming of Christianity, man did not live; he merely existed.
Christianity brought ideals and values, the most important of
which was a firm belief in immortality. Man was given a soul.
Even if he lived a life of toil and misery, there would be life
in death. The mountains and rivers, all in Nature, about which
Paddy speaks in The Hairy Ape
,
are the divine works of God.
Then came Science. Nature exists because of Mechanistic laws.
There is no God, just cause and effect . Like Yank, man is a
mere ”cog in the wheel of Life.” Everyday O'Neill saw increased
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signs of the loss of man’s faith and hope. Yank and Rueben in
Dynamo are O’Neill’s symbols of the soul torn between God and
Science. But O’Neill is in advance of his times; he sees
Science as a fad. Those who have given up God in preference to
i new philosophies and isms, will regain hope by renewing their
faith in God as John Loving did in Days 7/i thout End
, the play
which is O’Neill’s symbol to express the dramatist’s belief
I
that man will eventually solve the problem by offering complete
victory to Him.
In his plays O’Neill did not attempt to solve man’s pro-
blems. Taking man by the hand as he would a companion, O’Neill
says; "Listen, man, I understand your problems, mentally, I
have experienced all of them. Gome with me, and I will show
you how well I sympathize with you." Richard D. Skinner in his
book, Eugene O’Neill : A Poet ’ s guest gives the essence of
O’Neill’s works
,
his aims and thoughts, when he says: MHe is the
poet of the individual soul, of its agony, of Its evil mil, of
its pride, and its lusts, of its rare moments of Illumination,
of its stumblings and gro pings In surrounding darkness, and of
its superbly romantic quest for deliverance through loving sur-
( 1 )
render.
”
The early plays of Eugene O’Neill have no symbolism.
Bound East for Cardiff
,
The Straw
,
Befo re Breakfast
,
Beyond the
Horizon, and others are realistic pictures of people. The read-
er will note, if he turns to the Introduction, page iv,
(1) Richard D. Skinner - Eugene 0 ’ITel 11 : A Poet ’ s guest
(New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1935) p. 21.
.,
.
'
that the plays I have chosen to discuss follow one another very
closely, which indicates that O’Neill dealt with the problems
of man when he was older, more mature, and better acquainted
with man. As O’Neill grew as a dramatist, his use of symbolism
increased. The Emperor Jones was concerned with pride; O’Neill
used one character, Jones, to express his idea. Coming now to
the most symbolic of his plays, The Gres t God Brown
,
we find
that O’Neill used four characters who mask and unmask confusingly
to present the idea that man has a dual personality.
Behind each lay I have discussed O’Neill has one main
theme, which may be pride, dual personalities. Science versus
God, or psychological complexes. After studying O’Neill, I dis-
covered the play as a whole to be the symbol of an Idea. Masks,
settings, asides, individuals are internal devices which empha-
sizes the idea O’Neill seeks to express. In All God' s Chillun
Got 7/1ngs
,
O’Neill says that the White and Colored races are
definitely separate. and that intermarriage means certain tragedy
The union of Ella and Jim becomes the symbol. The symbolic
setting of the Whites on one side and the Colored on the other,
as ell as the Congo mask, is used to enrich and ake 'lore vivid
the symbol, the play. It follows then that the classification
of O’Neill as a symbolist is determined by how well his plays,
with the aid of mask, symbolic settings and other devices, set
forth his idea to the reader and audience.
I believe that the whole body of my work supports the
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conclusion that O'Neill is a symbolist. '7ith the aid of concrete
symbols, O'Neill has used the visible, a play, to explain the
invisible, an idea. He has revealed the human soul, its emotion-
al make-up and has depicted man trying to adjust the world to
himself and himself to the world at one and the same time. One
can feel the torture going on in Rueben's soul when he cries to
the dynamo, which he thinks is his mother, to hide him. Yank's
misery becomes very real for us when he tells the gorilla that
he taking blows from both God and Science. Through the charac-
ter of Lavinia in Mourning Becomes Electra, O'Neill shows how
lust and pride lead to tragedy. One may not like the symbols
O'Neill chose to portray the human soul (Jones, Eben, Lavinia,
or Rueben) but one cannot deny that they are dynamic and truly
symbols of souls in agony.
In some cases the criticism of O'Neill has been severe,
indeed. He is accused of exaggeration and misrepresentation.
But this type of criticism adds to O'Neill's greatness; for when
the curious read his plays, they find the critics to be in error
and justly classify Eugene O'Neill as a great dramatist. O'Neill
has found a very special place in my library of dramatists--
O’Neill, the Symbolist.
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